
It’s not just 
the door. 
It’s what’s 
behind it.

Retail
Overview
After more than 110 years, we 
know a thing or two about 
making a superior door. 
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The world leader in
cold storage doors.

When you buy
Jamison, you buy 
more than a door.
You buy the expertise and experience of a company with 
demonstrated leadership in the design and manufacture 
of doors for all types of environments. Our involvement 
dates back a century and has produced innovative 
solutions for every cooler and freezer requirement. 

Our strong commitment to research and development, 
our engineering know-how, and our highly-skilled 
workforce enable us to successfully handle projects of 
any size or complexity. As a result, Jamison Doors are 
chosen most often throughout the food, pharmaceutical, 
and all other temperature-controlled industries.



Why Customers Choose Jamison

Since 1906, Jamison Door Company has pioneered the 
cold storage door industry in unsurpassed product quality, 
customer service, and technical support for our customers. 
We look forward to taking our long history of quality products 
into another century with you, our valued customer. We’ve 
worked hard to earn our reputation as the industry leader, and 
we’re totally committed to 100% customer satisfaction. 

Our products, service, and warranty are the strongest in the 
industry. Our entire customer service team, engineering department, 
and management staff will always be available to assure your 
complete satisfaction. If you have a concern or question related 
to your Jamison product, simply call us at 800.532.3667. 
We will find the right solution that meets your needs.

  Each door is engineered for your application

  Hand-constructed framing and quality hardware for a longer door life

  Special focus on gasket materials, design, and ease of installation

  Patented low friction Diamond-Trac System® making even large doors 
easy to move

  5-year limited warranty on all Mark IV® Doors and Plyfoam® Doors
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Mark IV® Horizontal
Sliding Doors
The industry’s most popular door offers unique designs, features, and benefits 
that keep it in high demand for cooler and freezer applications. Mark IV doors, 
with their potential Diamond-Trac® Roller System, not only have the best 
quality but are also the longest-lasting doors. With a great variety of options 
available, this door is versatile and adaptable to most applications. 

Key Benefits 
  Manually-operated or with the Powertron® Operator

  Hand-constructed framing and quality hardware enables a longer door life

  Special focus on gasket materials, design, and ease of installation

  Adjustable gaskets

  Superior sealing ability of our Diamond-Trac® Roller System

  5-year limited warranty

Cold Storage Doors
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Retail Pro™ 
Cold Storage Doors

The Retail Pro™ Single Leaf Manually Operated Horizontal Sliding 
Door is designed specifically for the needs of the retail industry 
for cooler and freezer applications.  This door is a great option 
when customization or power operation is not required.

Key Benefits 
  Innovative low cost value design

  Incredibly smooth and quiet operation

  Bulb and blade double seal frame gaskets

  Same quality Diamond-Trac® Roller System of Mark IV door

  Special focus on gasket materials, design, and ease of installation

  5-year limited warranty
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Smart Door
Smart Automatic Cooler and Freezer Doors bring down operating costs by making the 
doors ‘smarter’. Tests have shown that by the use of the Smart Controller, doorways 
are no longer being left open by employees thus enabling maximum energy savings, 
reduced infiltration, and improved productivity.  The strategic alliance between Tucker 
Auto-Mation, Boss Controls, and Jamison Door increases energy savings by equipping 
the sliding doors with microwave motion sensors, time delays, and / or Infrared 
presence sensors so the doors know when to open and when to close, hands free!  
Additional features include surveillance cameras and People Counting Systems.

Key Benefits 
  Maximized energy savings due to Smart Controller

  Improved safety and morale for team members

  Increased efficiency and productivity

  Lowered refrigeration maintenance costs 

  Enhanced space utilization and traffic management 

  Reduced workers compensation and liability costs

  Diamond-Trac® Roller System

  5-year limited warranty

Cold Storage Doors
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DynamicRoll® Retail
DynamicRoll® Retail high-speed soft bottom edge doors are fast, 
self-repairing, easy to clean, and completely safe. Custom window 
and full digital print solutions are available. DynamicRoll® Retail 
Door columns are made from galvanized or stainless steel.

Key Benefits 
  Lowest energy cost design

  Fast with standard opening speeds up to 
100" a second for most sizes

  Greatly improved facility productivity 

  Inherently safe due to soft-bottomed edge and sensors

  Typically self-repairing when hit or knocked out of track

  Great seal of all 4 sides

BMP
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PCAV
The HCR PCAV Air Door is an air vestibule that dramatically reduces moisture infiltration 
into walk-in freezers. It is designed to hold design temperatures and eliminate the 
extreme temperature fluctuations caused by employees leaving the door open to load or 
unload product.  The Air Door also eliminates ice problems, resulting in less evaporator 
maintenance, less general ice cleanup, and a much safer work environment while 
providing a quick return on investment.

Key Benefits 
  Reduced defrost cycles by 50-75% 

  Prevents extreme temperature fluctuation 

  Removed slip hazard for a safer 
employee environment 

  Dramatically reduced refrigeration 
equipment maintenance costs

  Decreased clean up labor

HCR

Before Before

After After
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AC
Model AC is HCR’s basic unit—Horizontal, Curvilinear, and Re-circulatory. 
Its air stream produces counterflow forces equal and opposite to the 
two-way flowthrough forces caused by air temperature differences. 
This unit maintains temperatures in open doorways between cooler-to-
cooler, cooler-to-ambient, and freezer-to-freezer open environments.

Key Benefits 
  Remarkably increased energy savings

  Significantly reduced two-way air exchange

  Greatly diminished air infiltration

  Mixed air at the interface between room air and the air curtain's air stream

  Wide open environment with maintained temperature

  Can be used between two freezers without requiring any heat

HCR
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Jamison Door®

55 JV Jamison Drive
Hagerstown, MD 21740
1-800-532-3667

Jamison BMP®

9449 Earley Drive
 Hagerstown, MD 21740
1-800-532-3667

Jamison Jamotuf®

10302 Partnership Court
Williamsport, MD 21795
1-800-532-3667

Jamison HCR®

80207 US Highway 87 West
Lewistown, Montana 59457
1-800-326-7700

Jamison Door® 
Latinoamerica S. de R. L.
Av. Norte 59 # 880 - B
Col. Industrial Vallejo
02300 Mexico, D.F.
(5255) 5587-5875
 

Jamison History 

It’s no accident that the company known for the best cold storage and 
specialty doors around is made up of highly skilled engineers, craftsmen, 
factory staff and office employees who take immense pride in their work. 
Speaking of pride, Jamison was the first company in the state of Maryland 
to secure a Union Stamp, and decades later, we still enjoy a successful 
relationship with the Carpenters and Joiners Union of America.

It doesn’t stop there. The Jamison Door family also encompasses a long 
list of retirees, suppliers, contractors, partners, product enthusiasts – and 
especially customers – who have made us what we are today. From the 
bottom of our hearts, we thank you for putting your faith in us.      

Our Locations


